Williamsiana Pictures

Welcome to Williamstown and Williams College! How did you get here? Most likely, you drove here. But was it from the north, east, west, south, or south-south west-ish? You tell us. For each picture below, please tell us a) what road you are traveling on (i.e. 90W), and b) what town are you coming from (i.e. what town is on the other side of that Welcome Sign?).

By the way, you can either write your answers on this bonus and hand it all back in, or use a separate piece of paper.

Just be sure to put your team name on all pages, just in case.
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Well, you made it to Williamstown. As you drive around, you might see the following sites. What/Where are they? (None of these are part of the College, don’t say we don’t help you out.)
Moving on to the campus (plus some buildings off campus proper). Please let us know what/where the building/thing is in each letter. Oh, and if you think the letters spell something (when put in order), you would be right. Tell us that too. It’s an honor Ephs should be familiar with. (Size of letters is not important. Phrase has more than 1 space.)
32) OK, what phrase do the letters spell when arranged correctly?

33) And finally, where would you find the monument pictured below?